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Whether you are improving the lighting for a specific room or 
changing it throughout the house, there are three types of room 
lighting to keep in mind. Ambient, task and accent lighting combine 
to illuminate your home perfectly by matching different types of 
lighting to the needs of your space. 

Set the tone of the room and provide general illumination with 
ambient lighting such as ceiling fixtures and chandeliers. Positioning 

recessed lighting around the perimeter of a room or a chandelier in 
its center can help the room look bigger while providing an overall 
comfortable level of light. For more control over the brightness and 
mood of the room, use dimmers to vary illumination as light changes 
throughout the day.

Whether you are writing, reading or cooking, task lighting can add 
concentrated lighting, warmth and style to any room. Table lamps 

THREE TYPES OF LIGHTING 
EVERY ROOM IN YOUR HOUSE NEEDS
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can provide great task lighting for a living room and home office.  
If you want a bright, clean bathroom, task lighting is key. You’ll want 
to light the vanity area with a fixture above the mirror or sconces on 
either side. When thinking of your kitchen, try under cabinet lighting 
to illuminate countertop workspaces.

Pendant lights brighten and add visual interest in rooms with high 
ceilings. Ideal over islands and dining areas, pendant lights can offer 

a decorative accent and a softer, diffused light when filtered through 
hand-blown glass. 

Request an appointment with your own personal Ferguson product 
expert. Visit Ferguson.com/showrooms to get started.

Find the fixtures and faucets that pair best with Park Harbor lighting 
at www.mirabelleproducts.com
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EASTLAND
Updating an industrial modern silhouette with a clear glass shade makes the Eastland collection a versatile choice for your home. 
Available in brushed nickel and oil rubbed bronze finishes, this gently sloped cloche-style form illuminates with grace and style.

PHPL5551BN

BN ORB-A

Finish: 

FOR MORE VIEWS AND FOR SPECIALTY LIGHTBULBS, GO TO PARKHARBORLIGHTING.COM

PHPL5551ORB
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PHWL3201BN

PHPL5541BN

Item Dimensions Extension Back Plate/Canopy Bulbs Maximum Hanging Height Stems Included

PHPL5551BN 8" H x 9" W - 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. 53 1/8" (1) 6”, (3) 12”

PHPL5551ORB 8" H x 9" W - 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. 53 1/8" (1) 6”, (3) 12”

PHPL5541BN 7 1/8" H x 8" W - 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. 52 1/4" (1) 6”, (3) 12”

PHPL5541ORB 7 1/8" H x 8" W - 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. 52 1/4" (1) 6”, (3) 12”

PHWL3201BN 9 1/8" H x 8" W 8 3/4" 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. - -

PHWL3201ORB 9 1/8" H x 8" W 8 3/4" 5" Dia. (1) 100W Med. - -

PHWL3201ORB

PHPL5541ORB


